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long time, through all Fleur's childhood—best years of his
life ; still, it wouldn't break his heart to sell. His heart was
up in London. Sell ? That was to run before the hounds
with a vengeance. No—no !—it wouldn't come to that !
He left the window and, turning up the lights, began the
thousand and first tour of his pictures. He had made some
good purchases since Fleur's marriage, and without wasting
his money on fashionable favourites. He had made some
good sales, too. The pictures in this gallery, if he didn't
mistake, were worth from seventy to a hundred thousand
pounds ; and, with the profits on his sales from time to
time, they stood him in at no more than five-and-twenty
thousand—not a bad result from a life's hobby, to say-
nothing of the pleasure ! Of course, he might have taken
up something else—butterflies, photography, archaeology, or
first editions; some other sport in which you backed your
judgment against the field, and collected the results ; but
he had never regretted choosing pictures. Not he ! More
to show for your money, more kudos, more profit, and more
risk ! The thought startled him a little ; had he really taken
to pictures because of the risk ? A risk had never appealed
to him ; at least, he hadn't realised it, so far. Had his
* subconscious' some part in the matter ? He suddenly
sat down and closed his eyes. Try the thing once more;
very pleasant feeling, that morning, of not " giving a damn";
he never remembered having it before ! He had always felt
it necessary to worry—kind of insurance against the worst;
but worry was wearing, no doubt about it, wearing. Turn
out the light! They said in that book, you had to relax.
In the now dim and shadowy room, with the starlight,
through many windows, dusted over its reality, Soames,
in his easy chair, sat very still. A faint drone rose on the
words : " fatter and fatter" through his moving lips,
c No, no,' he thought: ' that's wrong ! * And he begarj

